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Do notwrite anything on the blank portion of the question paper.
lf witten anything, such type of actwill be considered as an attempt
to resoft to unfair means.
All questions are compulsory.
The number to the rQht indicates full marks.
Draw diagrams wherever necessary,
Distribution of syllabus in Question Paper is only meant to cover
entire syllabus within the stipulated frame. The euesfion paper
pattern is a mere guideline. Quesfrbns can be asked from any
papels syllabus into any question paper. sfudenfs cannot claim
that the Question is out of syllabus. As it is onry for the placement
sake, the distribution has been done.

Use a common answer book for allsecfions.
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SECTION *A' (40 Marks)
1. Short answer question (any five out of six) :

-zY 
-Explain 

Project as a method of teaching.
a''e 

)) _ List down the characteristics of nursing profession.

6 What are the Aims of education.

)

d) write downAdvantages and Disadvantages ofMicro-teaching.
e) Explain Dimensions in the educative process.

4 Describe the process of assessment.

Long answer question (any one out of t*oj''
a) Define curriculum and describes the steps in curriculum

and implementation of educational programme inNursing.
b) Describe Clinical Teaching te<ghing method under following heads

Meaning, Typ"t, Purposes, and include advantages and disadvantages
of case study method.
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61414SECTION 668,, (35 Marks)
3. Short answer question (any four out of five) : 

14 * S _ 201a) Exprain programmed instructions as a method ofteaching.b) Describe the contribution of Idearism to Education.
9- Explain Characteristics of learning.
d) Explain methods of staff education programme.

-*Y'-Explain the purposes and scope of Evaruation in nursing education.

Long answer question (rny one out of two) :a) 
il:ffii.;ff .Tfi.principles 

guidance & counsering

b) Define communication' communicationprocess 
and factors influencingcommunication process with suitabl. did;'rD 
4'* racrors rn.Iu
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